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On May 23, 2014, the Supreme Court of Canada
is scheduled to hear the appeal in R v Fearon.1
Fearon raises the questions of whether, and under
what circumstances, police may conduct warrantless searches of digital devices seized under
their common law power to search incident to
arrest. Against the weight of the jurisprudence,
I argue in this comment that, absent exigent circumstances, such searches violate section 8 of
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
(Charter).2
In Fearon, police arrested the accused for
armed robbery, performed a pat down search,
and found a mobile phone on his person. The
arresting officer examined the phone’s contents
and found incriminating photographs and text
messages.3 At trial, the accused sought the exclusion of this evidence under section 24(2) of the
Charter on the basis that the warrantless search
of the phone violated his section 8 right to be
secure against unreasonable searches and seizures. The trial judge found that there was no
infringement and the Ontario Court of Appeal
unanimously affirmed, concluding that the
examination of the phone was a lawful incidental search and rejecting calls by the accused and
interveners to impose strict, ex ante limits on
incidental searches of digital devices.
The power to search incident to arrest is a
longstanding common law police power.4 Briefly,
it allows police to search an arrestee’s person and
belongings, as well as the immediate vicinity of
the arrest,5 when there has been a lawful arrest6
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and the search is aimed at uncovering weapons
or evidence relating to the offence arrested for.7
Police do not need probable grounds, however,
to believe that they will find weapons or evidence.8 Instead, the justification for the search
stems from the probable grounds required for
arrest9 and the need for police to have a reasonable belief that the search may uncover weapons
or evidence.10
Applying this framework in Fearon, the
Court concluded that police had a reasonable
belief that they might find incriminating texts
or photographs by looking at the phone and that
this kind of “cursory look” fell inside the ambit
of the search incident to arrest power.11 It intimated, however, that the subsequent searches at
the police station may have exceeded the limits
of the power.12 But since the trial judge found
that these searches were still connected to the
immediate investigation, and since no evidence
was found, the Court concluded that section 8
was not violated.13
The Court also declined the accused’s and
interveners’ invitations to carve out an exception
to the search incident to arrest power for electronic devices.14 But following the approach first
set out in R v Polius,15 it indicated that incidental
searches of digital devices should be limited to
“cursory” examinations of unlocked material.16
More thorough, technical examinations (including any required to defeat password protection)
would require a warrant.17 Most courts have
come to similar conclusions.18
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But why require warrants to search digital devices when they are not needed to search
other belongings containing potentially sensitive
personal information? In answering this question, it is helpful to understand why warrants are
generally not required for incidental searches.
While the doctrine has not received a thorough
justification, the Supreme Court of Canada has
noted that incidental searches are “relatively
non-intrusive”19 and that a warrant requirement
would risk both officer safety and the loss of evidence.20
Given that arrest entails a substantial deprivation of liberty and creates a significant risk
of discriminatory profiling,21 it is arguable that
police should have to obtain warrants to arrest
when feasible.22 Warrantless arrest powers, however, have been around for a long time23 and have
withstood Charter scrutiny.24 So the question is
whether incidental searches conducted without
warrants or probable grounds to believe that evidence will be found are reasonable under section
8 of the Charter.
As a general matter the answer should be
“yes.”25 Requiring warrants or evidence-based
probable grounds would do little to protect privacy or liberty, but the costs to law enforcement
would be substantial. Consider the case where
police have probable grounds to arrest but turn
out to be mistaken, i.e., the arrest is lawful but
the suspect innocent. Such a person will be often
be manhandled,26 handcuffed,27 questioned,
detained for a lengthy period,28 fingerprinted,
and photographed.29 Permitting police to frisk
and search belongings and immediate surroundings in these circumstances causes little additional harm. If police were required to apply for
a warrant or develop evidence-related probable
grounds, in contrast, valuable evidence would
often be lost.
The situation is different for mobile digital devices, however. These technologies enable
access to staggering amounts of information
about both the arrestee and third parties, with
many of the latter being unconnected to suspected criminal activity.30 It is therefore sensible
to treat digital devices differently than bags, suitcases, or purses.31
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Indeed, in its recent decision in R v Vu, the
Supreme Court of Canada strongly hinted that
it would not permit unrestrained searches of
digital devices incident to arrest. There, it concluded that a warrant to search a residence (and
any documents found therein) could not authorize the search of computers or cell phones
found during the execution of the search, even
if those devices might reasonably contain relevant documents. Highlighting their enormous
storage capacities, Justice Cromwell concluded
for a unanimous Court that section 8 requires
police to have specific authorization to search
digital devices.32 If they find one while executing a warrant that lacks such an authorization,
they may seize it if they reasonably believe it
contains evidence related to an offence.33 But
they may not search it unless they first obtain
a warrant to do so.34 Though Justice Cromwell
warned that his reasons should not be interpreted to “disturb the law that applies when a
computer or cellular phone is searched incident
to arrest,”35 his logic points strongly to a rule
forbidding unrestricted access to digital devices
during such searches.
Requiring prior judicial authorization
before non-cursory searches would help ensure
that such searches are justified by probable
grounds and restricted (so far as feasible) to
examinations of potentially relevant data.36 As
judges37 and commentators38 have recognized,
requiring a warrant is much more effective in
preventing unjustified searches than requiring
probable grounds without a warrant. In carrying
out their crime control and public safety mandates, police have strong incentives to invade
people’s privacy. Without ex ante constraints
on their discretion, police will systematically
favour these mandates over privacy.39 While the
possibility of ex post review (and the prospect
of evidentiary exclusion) provides some incentive to adhere to Charter norms,40 compliance
is strengthened by requiring prior authorization by a neutral arbiter.41 Police are unlikely
to spend time applying for warrants, moreover,
unless those applications are likely to succeed.42
Searches authorized by warrants are therefore
more likely to uncover evidence of crime than
warrantless searches.43
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So it makes sense to constrain the ability of
police to conduct warrantless searches of digital devices incident to arrest. The next question
is whether the Polius model – permitting only
“cursory” searches without a warrant – strikes
the right balance. In my view, it does not. The
problem is the indeterminacy of “cursory”.
Depending on the nature of the device and its
operating system, quantity and type of information contained in it, sophistication of the police
examining it, and other factors, the intrusiveness
of a cursory search may vary greatly. A cursory
search conducted by an inexperienced or technically naïve officer, moreover, could inadvertently
result in the loss of valuable evidence.44
The Supreme Court of Canada should therefore adopt a bright-line rule forbidding incidental searches of digital devices absent a warrant or
exigent circumstances.45 Unlike the concept of a
“cursory” search, exigency is a well understood
standard that police should be able to apply
reasonably accurately. Where police reasonably believe that applying for a warrant would
risk the loss of evidence, warrantless searches
are reasonable under section 8 of the Charter.46
This approach provides maximum protection for
privacy without significantly compromising the
ability of police to obtain relevant evidence from
digital devices.
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